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FOREWORD
The Space Shuttle Structural  Inte rit 	 a d Assessmen t 	Contract NAS 10-8018	 pa	 uIntegrity	 n	 A s ssm i 	 , was
conducted by the Lockheed-Georgia Company for the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
Kennedy Space Center, Florida. The study was conducted from June 1972 through July
1974 under the technical guidance of the contract technical representative, Mr. R.
Sannicandro of DD-SED-4, John F. Kennedy Space Center. The program was managed
at the Lockheed-Georgia Company by Mr. W. H. Lewis and the Principal Engineer was
Mr. W. M. Pless.
This document presents an executive summary of the study and is submitted in addition to
the contract requirements. 	 The complete study documentation consists of
Study Plan
	 -	 LGD/315049, 20 July 1972.
Interim Report 	 -	 "Crock initiation and Propagation Studies of
Space Shuttle Materials", G. Richmond,
Lockheed-Georgia Report, 7 December 1972.
Mid-Term Report 	 -	 NASA CR-134452, LG73ER•-0082, June 1973.
Mid-Term Report 	 -	 TPS Study, Appendix to NASA CR-134452,
LG73ER-0042, June 1973.
Final Report	 -	 NASA CR-134454, LG74ER-0074, July 1974.
Final Report	 -	 NASA CR-139180	 LG74ER-0075 Appendix toPo	 PPe
NASA CR-134454, July 1974.
Monthly Status	 -	 July 1972 through April 1974.
Letters
A portion of the study dealing with the NDE requirements for the Solid Rocket Booster was
conducted at the Lockheed Propulsion in Redlands, California, under the leadership of
Ms. Judith Schliessmann.	 Design information for the Orbiter vehicle structure and Thermal
Protection System (TPS) was obtained from Rockwell International-Space Division in
Downey, California, and additional information on the TPS was obtained from the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company in Palo Alto, California.
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Questions concerning this study may 6e directed to:
R. Sonnicandro
Attn: DD-SED-4
John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida	 32899
Telephone:	 (305) 867-•2102
W. H. Lewis
D/73-30, Zone 285
Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia	 30063
f
Telephone:	 (404) 424-2592
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1 .0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This program is concerned with defining the potential nondestructive evaluation re-
quirements for the entire Space Shuttle vehicle for inspection of the structure during
the refurbishment/turnaround period. The objectives of the progrom are presented
in Figure 1 . Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) consists of a broad body of technology
from which techniques are derived for detecting and characterizing defects in a
material without damaging or impairing the material in any way by the NDE process.
Airframe structures are susceptible to service-caused defects which are induced by the
combination of loads and environments experienced during repetitive missions. Such
induced service defects may take the form of fatigue cracks, stress corrosion cracks,
corrosion, adhesive disbands and the like. To assure mission reliability, these defects
must be detected and repaired to preclude malfunction or catastrophic failure.
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STUDY OBJECTIVES
TASK I :
NNE RialilBEMENTS
INSPECTION AREAS
DEFINE...
	 DEFECT INFORMATION
ACCESS FACTORS
NDE TECH NIO UE'EQUIPMENT
INSPICTAB 06ITY PROBLEMS
NDE LIMITATIONS
DffTffRPAINff .. .
DESIGN RESTRICTIONS
NDI DEVELOPMENT
IMPROVE INSPECTABILITY
DETERMINE . .
INSPECT NEW MATERIAL SYSTEMS
TASK II:
FIGURE 1. STUDY PROGRAM OBJECTIVES FOR CONTRACT NAS 10-8018
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For the purposes of this study program, the NDE requirements include a listing of the
areas or components of structure which may require refurbishment inspection, informa-
tion concerning probable defects in the areas, NDE accessibility factors for the areas,
and the NDE techniques and equipment which appear most suitable to accomplish the
inspection. To develop this information, it was necessary to review numerous Space
Shuttle structural design drawings and documents, given in Figure 2, containing design
aaJ mission load/environmental data. Drawings and design documents were obtained
from the Space Shuttle prime contractor, Rockwell International-Space Division, from
NASA/KSC, and from the Lockheed Propulsion Company. Most of the information
available during this period was preliminary and lightly detailed so that the resulting
	
^ f	 NDE requirements themselves are preliminary.
PRIMARY STUDY INFORMATION SOURCES
e DESIGN CONTRACTOR DRAWINGS
e CONTRACT NAS 3-16765, "FRACTURE CONTROL DESIGN METHODS"
	
5	 e CONTRACT NAS 9-19000;
- REQUIREMENTS/DEFINITION DOCUMENT
STRUCTURES - BOOK I 	 JULY 1974
	
F	 - SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FRACTURE1
CONTROL PLAN	 5073-SH-0082
{{	 - STRUCTURAL LOADS DATA BOOKSD73-SH-0040	 JUNE 1973
a (USAF) T.O. IC-5A-36, TECH. MANUAL, "NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPEC-
TION AND T.O. 33B-1-1, "NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS"
o NUMEROUS GOVERNMENT - INDUSTRY REPORTS
FIGURE 2. PRIMARY SOURCES OF INFORMATION WHICH PROVIDED THE BASIS FOR
THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF NDE REQUIREMENTS
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The NDE requirements were compiled into a separate document titled the Preliminary
Nondestructive Evaluation Manual for the Space Shuttle which will be described later.
This document can serve as a basis from +which a full NDE manual and NDE program
can be generated for use during the Shuttle refurbishment periods.
It was also an objective of the study to view the inspectability o r specific areas in
terms of the capabilities of state-of-ort NDE coupled with special Shuttle criteria.
It was anticipated that some materials may not be inspectable by present NDE techniques
and that some areas of structure may not be inspectable because of design or NDE
equipment limitations. The outgrowth of such shortcomings naturally would be recom-
mendations for further NDE development or design iterations to provide inspection
capability. Recommendations have been made for NDE development for the Thermal
°	 Protection System (*PS) and certain areas of structure where limitations presently
exist.
Additional recommendations have been made for continuing, extending, and impl--ment-
ing an NDE Program for the Space Shuttle. The greatest benefit from this study may
be drawn in the continuing effort.
The remainder of this Executive Summary deals with the specific criteria, guidelines,
NDE requirements, and recommendations resulting from the study.
2.0 SUMMARY OF STUDY RESULTS
2.1 Preliminary NDE Manual
The NDE requirements derived under this program were compiled into a separate docu-
ment identified as the "Preliminary Nondestructive Evaluation Manual for the Space
Shuttle" which has the NASA control number NASA CR-139180, and is the Appendix
to the study Final Report. This document consists of one (1) section containing
4
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general information and eight (8) sections containing specific requirements for the
^.	 Space Shuttle vehicles and the thermal protection system (TPS).
General information pertaining to use of the manual, vehicle descriptions, NDE
method descriptions, basic NDE procedures and equipment, and safety considerations
t r
	
	
is contained in Section I - General . The defined NDE requirements for the Orbiter's
five major subassemblies are contained In Section 2 through Section 6. Section 7
contains the NDE requirements for prelaunch inspection of certain External Tank (ET)
'.	 components and Section 8 contains the NDE requirements for prelaunch and refurbish-
`	 ment inspection of Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) structure. Section 9 describes the
reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) TPS and the high- and low-temperature reusable
surface insulation (HRSI and LRSI) TPS components,. their potential failure modes, and
L:	 candidate NDE methods which require further development..
The procedures contained in the sections on structural inspection provide description
and location of the candidate inspection areas, probable defect information, inspec-
tion access factors, suggestions for NDE techniques, and descriptive artwork. A
sketch of a typical area from one of the preliminary procedures is shown in Figure 3,
and is included to give the reader of this Summary a visualization of an NDE procedure
from the Appendix document.
L
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MAJOR ASSEMBLY:	 ORBITER, MID-FUSELAGE,	 TYPE INSPECTION:
ZONE 4
SUBASSEMBLY:
	
MID-FUS LONER LONGERON 	 (X) POSTFLIGHT
DRAWING(S): 	 FIG. 1.4.4of73MA.5769
COMPONENT/AREA DESCRIPTION: WING-TO-FUSELAGE LWR AFT LONGERON
TENSION TIE. Located along the lower wing-to-fuseloge attachment interface from
Fus Sh X0	 0	 01191 to Fus Sto X 1307 (Y + 105) are 72 tension bolts. Two tension—
bolts are installed in each of 36 riser boys on each side of the fuselage. The mated
components include the 2024 aluminum alloy wing lower surface skin panels and the
titanium alloy mid-fuselage lower aft longeron which have a zinc chromate primer and
Supercorapon 515-700 point finish. Tension/compression load spectra are transferred
through the tension joint during all flight regimes.
DEFECTS: Fatigue cracks may occur around the tension bolt holes in either the wing
skin or mid-fuselage longeron.
ACCESS: The holes ire to be inspected on both sides of the interface. Enter the mid-
fuselage crawl space through the MLG . wheel well-fuselage access opening at X  1055,
and enter the wing through the wing-to-fuselage aft access opening at X 0 1238. For
backup inspection, the tension bolt in the suspect hole must be removed.
NDT TECHNIQUES: Primary: Ultrasonic shear wave (para. 1 .5.5.3C)
Backup: Eddy current bolt hole (pain . 1 .5.4.3)
FIGURE 3A. THE ELEMENTS OF A PROCEDURE IN THE PRELIMINARY NDE MANUAL
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE TYPICALLY CONTAINS COMPONENT
NOMENCLATURE AND DESCRIPTION, POTENTIAL DEFECT INFORMA-
TION, ACCESS INFORMATION, AND APPLICABLE NDE TECHNIQUE(S)
FOR INSPECTION OF THE PART.
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TENSION BOLT HOLES
FROM X 1189 TO X 1309
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I,cLWR WING	 /	 GI
PANELS
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G " G 0 /	 GG
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105
LWR LONGERON
MID FUS WING CARRY-THRU STRUCTURE"	 \
-	 MID FUS LWR
LONGERON-TO-WING e'o iAaTENSION TIE
FIGURE 3B, ARTWORK FOR A TYPICAL PROCEDURE IN THE
PRELIMINARY NDE MANUAL
Some 134 areas or components of str••cture are -.ontained in the document and are
termed "candidate" inspection areas because a rigorous evaluation of their need and
frequency for inspection during refurbishment is yet to be made.
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Figure 4 summarizes the numb fsr of areas per Shuttle nojor assembly and subassembly.
The NDE procedures contained in the Preliminary Manual were prepared using Shuttle
preliminary design inforrlation available during the course of this program.
VERT
STAB
O
FWD FUS
AND CABIN MID-FUS	 AFT FUS
25	
n
	
33
ET
Q
^^ uy
2B
WING
TPS MAJOR AREAS: RCC
HRSI AND LRSI
THE CIRCLED NUMBERS ARE THE NUMBER OF INSPECTION AREAS FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
MAJOR ASSEMBLY OR SUBASSEMBLIES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRELIMINARY NDE
MANUAL
FIGURE 4. SPACE SHUTTLE STRUCTURAL CANDIDATE INSPECTION AREAS
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2.2 Criteria and Guidelines
1	
To arrive at a reasonable and valid set of NDE requirements for Space Shuttle structure
inspection, specific criteria and guidelines had to be developed, both for structural
it
	 and NDE assessment.
The structural criteria used to guide the selection of candidate inspection areas of
structure were derived from consideration of Space Shuttle design data and mission loads
and from experience on large c:rfrome structures having similar characteristics.
Based on the design materials and configurations and anticipated loads and environments,
structural areas were selected which may experience some of the induced defects
described earlier at some time during the vehicle's operational lifetime. The factors
ti
	 which were considered are detailed in the study Final Report.
In assessing the structure to identify critical areas, Lockheed-Georgia complemented
its in-house efforts by making maximum use of the results of Contract NAS3-16765,
Fracture Control Design Methods, which also identified some potential fracture-
critical elements. The summation of candidate inspection areas is thus a combination
of two independent assessments. The NDE criteria were drawn up to guide the selec-
tion of NDE techniques that would provide reliable inspection results within the
Shuttle refurbishment time constraints. The disciplines from which NDE techniques
were selected for structure inspection include visual/optics, fluorescent penetrants,
magnetic particle, eddy current, ultrasonics and radiography, which are depicted by
the NDI symbol chart in Figure 5.
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PENETRANT MAGNETIC OPTICAL
MANIC
PARTICLE
NDISYMBOL
PENETRANT NDI MAGNETIC
—
OPTICAL NDI
S`.MBOL SYMBOLFIELD DIRECTION
RADIOGRAPHY
X-RAY GAMMA RAY NEUTRON RAY
`/ FILM NUMBER
"1 RADIOGRAF 11Cl	 NDI SYMBO. {d
GAMMA–RAY NEUTRONx-anv rueE
TARGET NDI SYMBOL NDI SYMBOL
C-T	
E%POSURE
NUMBER
EDDY CURRENT ULTRASONIC SONIC
EDDY CURRENT ULTRASONIC SONIC NDI
NDI SYMBOL NDI SYMBOL SYMBOL
FIGURE 5. NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION METHOD SYMBOLS
AS USED IN NDI MANUALS
These are well-known techniques for whch inspectors presently are well-trained and
certified; inspectors and maintenance managers are generally quite familiar with their
capabilities, limitations, and costs; they can be applied readily to Shuttle structural
configurations, requiring in most cases a minimum of structure preparation; both
sensitivity and reliability data exist for them; they can detect subcritical size cracks
in Shuttle safe-life structure; and they require little documentation and data recording
facilities. In short, these NDE techniques are the most appropriate ones for refurbish-
ment/turnaround inspection of Space Shuttle vehicles. These criteria and guidelines
are discussed in detail in the study Final Report.
St
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NDE techniques and routines applicable to the TPS inspection do not fall generally into
the aforementioned category and require development in future or contemporary technology
programs. Additionally, NDE of some areas of structure having restricted access can be greatly
improved through further technology development. These will be discussed later in Section 2.3.
The refurbishment inspection schedule and inspection frequency will have a major im-
pact on the overall refurbishment schedule. The frequency with which any specific
area is to be inspected is dependent upon many factors and must be determined for all
inspection-critical areas so that a schedule can be established and integrated into the
refurbishment operations. The inspections should be "dove-tailed", fully coordinated
with otF,;er refurbishment activities, and optimized for maximum manhour per hour
expenditure in order to accomplish all inspections in the least elapsed time.
2.3 Rec >mmendations for NDE Development
One obj active of the study was to identify areas or components that cannot be inspected
adequately because of design factors such as access, material, geometry or configuration,
thus posing a possible need for redesign or further NDE technology development. As
might be expected for such a large vehicle representing a new system, some areas of
structure appear to have this need in one of the two forms. From a gross point of view
the needs are brought about because of access restrictions and/or the presence of the TPS
which can probably be alleviated in most cases through further NDE development, the
use of built-in NDE devices, or the use of alternate NDE approaches - as opposed to
consideration for redesign .
From a closer point of view, the inspectability of specific areas in terms of probe
clearance, geometry and similar factors could not, in general, be made since detailed
design information was not available during the program. The need for redesign is,
therefore, largely indeterminate at this standpoint. However, it should be understood
that the Space Shuttle vehicles, particularly the Orbiter, appear to be very inspectable
structures. Redesign for inspectability, if required, will be very minimal.
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Three principal areas were identified to be in need of further develooment or study:
(1) development of primary NDE techniques and inspection routines for the Thermal
Protection System, (2) development of an NDE method for detecting honeycomb
disband without removing local TPS, and (3) consideration of built-in NDE devices
in access-restricted areas, particularly for crew-module inspection.
The TPS was evaluated early in the study, since it is of major concern because it
affects access for structural inspection and requires inspection itself. The application
of TPS on the Orbiter is illustrated in Figure b. The Final Report includes a 10-step
TPS APPLICATIONS
7i
	
FIGURE b. TPS MATERIALS IN EITHER THE REINFORCED CARBON-CARBON OR
THE COATED SILICA REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION COVERS ONE-
HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE ORBITER'S EXTERIOR SURFACE
I
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plan for developing NDE methods for refurbishment of the Shuttle TPS . Further develop-
!.	
ment is needed because feasible techniques have not been optimized or proven in a
!	 maintenance environment, and specific failure modes for the materials have not been
{ i
	
strictly identified. Post-flight inspection routines for accomplishing TPS inspection on
t
a large scale should be devised.
This study found that structural areas within the crew module and between the crew
module and forward fuselage shell generally have restricted access. To adequately
inspect these areas, it is felt that consideration should be given to the use of built-in
NDE devices as discussed in the study Final Report. This application should be weighed
against other considerations as described.
In this some respect, consideration should be given to the use of acoustic emission (AE)
for monitoring certain structural areas. The AE technology that has recently been
developed for inflight monitoring of aircraft structure is directly applicable to the
Space Shuttle. Specially designed acoustic emission systems can be used to monitor
key structural areas and components during all or part of the flight. Such systems
hold real promise of greatly reducing cost, manpower, and schedule requirements.
An AE system is presently being flight-tested or. a C-5A Galaxy transport by the
Lockheed-Georgia Company in concert with the Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division.
Further development is outlined in the report for NDE techniques to inspect honeycomb
skin panels for disbands without the need to remove the attached TPS materials.
Honeycomb skins are presently planned for use on the rudder, elevons, and aft body
flap of the Orbiter. A successful technique can obviously reduce inspection manhours
and TPS material costs since TPS removals for this purpose would no longer be necessary.
A sketch from one of the preliminary NDE procedures, shown in Figure 7, illustrates
j	 the application of honeycomb skin panels to the aft body flap and its inspection
problems with the TPS.
1
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X-RAY TUBE	 X-RAY INSPECT FOR
INTERNAL DAMAGE
'	 FILM	 FULL-DEPTH HONEYCOMB
TRAILING EDGE	 Xo
1613
	
(IfT fI Ili1i11P^	 TTfmnB- --	 I
0	 SKIN PANELS
	 61-TPS TILES
	
ULTRASONIC INSPECT FOR	 X-RAY TUBE
	
CORE /FACESHEET DISBONDS 	 AFT BODY FLAP SECTION, TYP.
FIGURE 7. HONEYCOMB SKIN PANELS ON THE AFT BODY FLAP, ELEVONS, AND
RUDDER NEEDS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW NDE TECHNIQUE TO DETECT
DISBONDS WITHOUT REMOVAL OF TPS
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I 3.0 NDE PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the most important features of this study program was to review the NDE plans
for the Space Shuttle and to formulate recommendations regarding the refurbishment
inspection requirements. The recommendations presented in this study Final Report
are outlined in Figure 8 and summarized in the following paragraphs.
NDE PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS
a /°tea
N
A®bIS
®E
®RyROUP
GROUP
FIGURE B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OVERALL NDE PROGRAM FOR THE SPACE
SHUTTLE RESULTING FROM STUDY
3.1 NDE Program Management
It is strongly recommended that a single point of responsibility be established to provide
NDE guidance and direction throughout the entire Space Shuttle Program. A single,
identified, NDE Program Management source would provide many long-range benefits,
including: effective coordination of all contractors to require the proper design
emphasis on inspectability, appraisal of NDE technology requirements and related R $ D
15
needs, guidance to al I contractors in the ,•.reparation of procedures for and use of the
NDE Manual, and planning and scheduling of NDE operation during refurbishment.
3.2 Space Shuttle NDE Manual
It is recommended that NASA develop an NDE Manual containing the detailed NDE
procedures to be accomplished during refurbishment inspection of Space Shuttle hard-
ware. The Manual should be developed for training purposes and to provide detailed
specific instructions to those performing NDE during refurbishment/turnaround. It is
imperative that these instructions be mandatory and explicitly followed to ensure that
all inspections are repeatable, reliable, and conducted to the proper sensitivity
requirements.
The actual NDE procedures should be developed by the prime and major subcontractors
in accordance with a Space Shuttle NDE Manual Preparation Guide. Overall coordina-
tion and management of the final document should be provided by a single source to
produce m% effective and consistent NDE Manual. The procedures from the various
contractors and subcontractors must be integrated into a unified, consistent, final
document usable by refurbishment inspection personnel.
It is important that each contractor who provides NDE data for the final Manual develop
efficient management tools to coordinate information flow between the many technical
groups who provide inputs. The design, stress, fracture mechanics, structural test,
manuals illustrators/writers and validation/verification disciplines have to interface in
a manner to produce NDE procedures that ore accurate, effective, and workable as well
as be responsive to design changes and serialization. This requires an intricate manage-
ment control system that is not readily apparent to those who have not undergone a
complete NDE Program/Manual experience. An interdisciplinary approach to manual
development, controlled by an NDE coordinator or manager, is illustrated in Figure 9.
16
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FIGURE 9.	 DEVELOPMENT OF NDE PROCEDURES FOR THE SPACESHUTTLE SHOULD HAVE
A VALID POINT OF ORIGIN, INTERFACE WITH PROPER ENGINEERING
DISCIPLINES AND PROVED ON ACTUAL HARDWARE. PROCEDURE DEVELOP-
MENT IS MANAGED AND COORDINATED BY AN NDE COORDINATOR AND
HAS COMPLETE TRACEABILITY ASPECTS .
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3.3 Validation and Verification of NDE Procedures
The design contractor should assure the validity of all essentioI details of the NDE
procedures by testing them against the structural areas on actual Space Shuttle hardware.
In order to ensure that the NDE procedures are in,;eed workable and efficient, NASA
should additionally have the procedures verified. The verification should be accom-
plished by the organization that will be performing the NDE work during refurbishment.
If an NDE contractor will be utilized they should be selected at the earliest possible
time to allow maximum cognizance and input by the using organization, the NDE
contractor.
Validation and verification activities are performed on a given NDE procedure before
it is approved for inclusion in the manual. When a procedure must be corrected to
satisfy validation or verified requirements, the procedure may have to be re-validated
partially or completely, and then reverified by NASA and the NDE contractor if
appropriate .
NASA should consider where and how often procedures should be verified. It is likely
that verification at both final assembly and flight test locations may be required in
order to efficiently utilize hardware of the correct configuration. Verification of
groups of procedures sufficient to provide one to two weeks working time has proved
reasonable and efficient and should be considered.
3.4 NDE Advisory Group
It is recommended that NASA establish a Space Shuttle NDE Advisory Group to enhance
communications between affected organizations and ensure the best possible resolution
of NDE-related problems. The Advisory Group should be composed of technical
representatives from the various NASA centers and the major Shuttle contractors and
i I	 should have scheduled meetings chaired by the source responsible for the Shuttle NDE
1.
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Program. The Group would provide the ideal forum for:
•	 Review of recommendations regarding new NDE technology development,
•	 Resolution of design interfaces between contractors influencing NDE
requirements,
• Overall scheduling of NDE Manual development,
•	 Continued FIDE support from major contra 	 s during the . rvice life of
the Shuttle,
•	 Publication of periodic status reviews of the Shuttle NDE Program.
I
